Reference-Type Books: TWU EBooks
Encyclopedias, Dictionaries, Handbooks (multi-author, edited volumes), Guides, Compendia, etc.

Abbreviations
A Dictionary of Abbreviations
Oxford Dictionary of Abbreviations

Accounting
Dictionary of Accounting (Oxford)
Dictionary of Accounting Terms (Barron’s)

Aging
Cambridge Handbook of Age and Ageing (multi-author handbook)

Agriculture. See also Botany

Anthropology. See also Ethnology
The Dictionary of Anthropology (Blackwell)
Handbook of Cultural Psychology (multi-author handbook)

Archaeology
Companion Encyclopedia of Archaeology (Routledge)
Concise Oxford Dictionary of Archaeology
Oxford Companion to Archaeology

Art
The Animator's Reference Book
Concise Oxford Dictionary of Art and Artists
Concise Oxford Dictionary of Art Terms
Dictionary of Architecture & Landscape Architecture (Oxford)
Dictionary of Modern & Contemporary Art (Oxford)
Dictionary of Twentieth-Century Art (Oxford)
Hutchinson Dictionary of Symbols in Art (NetLibrary)
Oxford Companion to the Photograph
Oxford Companion to Western Art
Oxford Dictionary of American Art & Artists
Oxford Dictionary of Art and Artists

Astronomy
Dictionary of Astronomy (Oxford)
Dictionary of Space Exploration (Oxford)
Oxford Companion to Cosmology

Banking
Dictionary of Banking Terms (Barron’s)
A Dictionary of Finance and Banking (Oxford)
Encyclopedia of Banking & Finance

**Bible (Encyclopedias, Dictionaries, Study Guides)**
All Things in the Bible: An Encyclopedia of the Biblical World
Dictionary of Biblical Criticism and Interpretation (Routledge)
Dictionary of the Bible (Oxford)
Encyclopedia of the Dead Sea Scrolls
Oxford Bible Atlas
Oxford Companion to the Bible
Oxford Guide to People and Places of the Bible

**Biochemistry**
Oxford Dictionary of Biochemistry & Molecular Biology (2nd ed.)

**Biography**
A Biographical Dictionary of Women Economists
Dictionary of Political Biography (Oxford)
Native American Women: A Biographical Dictionary (Routledge)
Scientists, Mathematicians, and Inventors: Lives and Legacies
Who’s Who in the Twentieth Century (Oxford)

**Biology.** See also Microbiology. See also Botany
A Dictionary of Biology (Oxford)
Dictionary of Genetics (Oxford)
Dictionary of Plant Sciences (Oxford)

**Bioscience, see Biology**

**Botany.** See also Agriculture
A Dictionary of Plant Sciences (Oxford) (2nd rev. ed.)
Magill's Encyclopedia of Science: Plant Life

**Business. See also Finance**
Blackwell Encyclopedic Dictionary of Business Ethics
Blackwell Encyclopedic Dictionary of Management Information Systems
Blackwell Encyclopedic Dictionary of Managerial Economics
Blackwell Encyclopedic Dictionary of Marketing
Blackwell Encyclopedic Dictionary of Strategic Management
Blue Book of Canadian Business
Canadian Dictionary of Finance and Investment Terms (Barron’s)
Dictionary of Business and Management (Oxford)
Dictionary of Business Terms (Barron’s)
Dictionary of Finance & Banking (Oxford)
Dictionary of Human Resource Management (Oxford)
Dictionary of International Business Terms (Barron’s)
Dictionary of Marketing (Oxford)
Encyclopedia of Banking & Finance
Encyclopedia of Knowledge Management
Encyclopedia of Leadership (Sage)
Encyclopedia of Operations Research and Management Science (Kluwer)
Encyclopedia of Production and Manufacturing Management (Springer)
Handbook of International Financial Terms (Oxford)
Oxford Business French Dictionary
Oxford Business Spanish Dictionary
Routledge Dictionary of Business Management (3rd ed.)

Canada
Dictionary of Canadian Biography
Encyclopedia of Canada’s Peoples

Chemistry
Dictionary of Chemistry (Oxford)
Plastics Materials and Processes: Concise Encyclopedia (Wiley)

Classical World
Oxford Companion to Classical Civilization
Oxford Companion to Classical Literature
Oxford Dictionary of the Classical World

Climate & Climatology, see Meteorology

Communication
Dictionary of Media and Communications (Oxford)
The Encyclopedia of Television
Dictionary of the Internet (Oxford)
International Dictionary of Broadcasting and Film

Computers / Computing
Dictionary of Computing (Oxford)
The Internet Encyclopedia Volumes 1-3

Conservation, see Environment

Countries. See also Development
Concise Dictionary of World Place-Names (Oxford)
Dictionary of British Place-Names (Oxford)
A Guide to Countries of the World (Oxford)
New Zealand Oxford Dictionary
A Political and Economic Dictionary of Africa (Routledge)
The State of World Population
UNCTAD Handbook of Statistics (UN Trade & Development)
World Bank eAtlas of Global Developments
World Encyclopedia (Oxford)

Culture (including cross-culture)
Cambridge Companion to Modern American Culture
Cambridge Companion to Modern British Culture
Cambridge Companion to Modern Chinese Culture
Cambridge Companion to Modern French Culture
Cambridge Companion to Modern German Culture
Cambridge Companion to Modern Irish Culture
Cambridge Companion to Modern Italian Culture
Cambridge Companion to Modern Japanese Culture
Cambridge Companion to Modern Latin American Culture
Cambridge Companion to Modern Russian Culture
Cambridge Companion to Modern Spanish Culture
Cambridge Companion to Victorian Culture
Cambridge Handbook of Acculturation Psychology (multi-author handbook)
Encyclopedia of Contemporary Chinese Culture (Routledge)
Ethnic Groups Worldwide: a Ready Reference Handbook (Oryx)
International Handbook of Creativity (Cambridge) (country comparisons)
The New Dictionary of Cultural Literacy (American culture)

Dates (days/dates of key events)

Death

Development. See also Countries

Dictionaries, Chinese
ABC Etymological Dictionary of Old Chinese

Dictionaries, English. See also English Language
Australian Oxford Dictionary
Canadian Oxford Dictionary
Concise Oxford English Dictionary
New Oxford American Dictionary
OED Oxford English Dictionary (online at http://www.oed.com/)
Oxford American Dictionary of Current English
Oxford Dictionary of English
Visual English Dictionary (Oxford)

Dictionaries, French
Concise Oxford-Hachette French Dictionary (En>Fr; Fr>En)
Oxford Business French Dictionary
Dictionaries, German
Concise Oxford-Duden German Dictionary

Dictionaries, Greek
A Greek-Hebrew Lexicon

Dictionaries, Hebrew

Dictionaries, Italian
Pocket Oxford Italian Dictionary

Dictionaries, Japanese

Dictionaries, Korean

Dictionaries, Language
Oxford Pocket Irish Dictionary
Pocket Modern Welsh Dictionary (Oxford)

Dictionaries, Latin
Pocket Oxford Latin Dictionary

Dictionaries, Russian

Dictionaries, Spanish
Concise Oxford Spanish Dictionary
Oxford Business Spanish Dictionary

Drama, See Performing Arts

Drugs
An A-Z of Medicinal Drugs (Oxford)
Handbook of Drugs in Intensive Care: an A-Z Guide

Drugs, Use of

Earth Sciences, see Geology

Ecology, see Environment

Economics
A Biographical Dictionary of Women Economists
Blackwell Encyclopedic Dictionary of Managerial Economics
Dictionary of Economics (Oxford)
A Dictionary of Environmental Economics, Science, and Policy
Dictionary of Finance and Banking (Oxford)
Handbook of Applied Economic Statistics (multi-author handbook)
A Political and Economic Dictionary of Africa (Routledge)
Poverty in America: a Handbook (statistics)

Education
Dictionary of Education (Oxford)
Frameworks for Thinking: Handbook for Teaching & Learning (Cambridge)
Handbook of Distance Education (Erlbaum)
Handbook of Moral Development (multi-author)
Inspiring Active Learning: a Complete Handbook for Today's Teachers
Unauthorized Teacher's Survival Guide

Encyclopedias, General
World Encyclopedia (Oxford)

Encyclopedias & Dictionaries, Special Topics
A Dictionary of Space Exploration (Oxford)
A Dictionary of Superstitions (Oxford)
A Dictionary of English Folklore (Oxford)
A Dictionary of Weights, Measures, and Units (Oxford)

English Dictionaries, see Dictionaries, English

English Grammar, see Grammar, English

English Language
Adonis to Zorro: Oxford Dictionary of Reference and Allusion
American Heritage Dictionary of Idioms
American Sign Language Handshape Dictionary
A Concise Oxford Dictionary of English Etymology
Concise Oxford Companion to the English Language
New Dictionary of Eponyms (Oxford)
Oxford Dictionary of American Usage & Style
Oxford Dictionary of English Idioms
Oxford Dictionary of Idioms
Oxford Dictionary of Modern Slang
Oxford Dictionary of Phrase & Fable
Oxford Dictionary of Proverbs
Oxford Dictionary of Rhymes
Oxford Paperback Thesaurus
Pocket Fowler's Modern English Usage (Oxford)

English Literature, see Literature, English
Environment
Blackwell’s Concise Encyclopedia of Environmental Management
Dictionary of Ecology (Oxford)
A Dictionary of Environment & Conservation (Oxford)
A Dictionary of Environmental Economics, Science, and Policy
Dictionary of Environmental Health
Dictionary of Environmental Law (Oxford)
McGraw-Hill Dictionary of Environmental Science (NetLibrary)
Oxford Companion to Global Change

Ethics
Blackwell Encyclopedic Dictionary of Business Ethics
Westminster Dictionary of Christian Ethics

Ethnology. See also Anthropology

Etymology
Concise Oxford Dictionary of English Etymology
Oxford Dictionary of Word Origins

Evolution

Finance. See also Business
Canadian Dictionary of Finance and Investment Terms (Barron’s)
Dictionary of Accounting (Oxford)
A Dictionary of Finance and Banking (Oxford)
The Handbook of International Financial Terms (Oxford)
International Dictionary of Insurance and Finance

French Language Dictionaries, see Dictionary, French

Food, see Nutrition

French Literature, see Literature, French

Women
A Biographical Dictionary of Women Economists
Encyclopedia of Feminist Theories (Routledge)
Native American Women: A Biographical Dictionary (Routledge)

Genetics, see Biology

Geography
Dictionary of Geography (Oxford)
Encyclopedia of Deserts
Geology
*A Dictionary of Earth Sciences* (Oxford)
*Oxford Companion to the Earth*

German Language Dictionaries, see Dictionaries, German

Grammar, English
*Oxford Dictionary of English Grammar*

Hebrew Language Dictionary, see Dictionaries, Hebrew

History
*Cambridge Companion to Modern British Culture*
*Cambridge Companion to Victorian Culture*
*Dictionary of British History* (Oxford)
*Dictionary of Genocide* (Greenwood)
*Dictionary of Contemporary World History* (Oxford)
*Dictionary of World History* (Oxford)
*Dynasties of the World* (Oxford)
*Kings and Queens of Britain* (Oxford)
*Oxford Companion to American Military History*
*Oxford Companion to Australian History*
*Oxford Companion to Australian Military History*
*Oxford Companion to Black British History*
*Oxford Companion to British History*
*Oxford Companion to Canadian History*
*Oxford Companion to Family & Local History*
*Oxford Companion to Irish History*
*Oxford Companion to Military History*
*Oxford Companion to Scottish History*
*Oxford Companion to the Romantic Age: British Culture 1776-1832*
*Oxford Companion to US History*
*Oxford Companion to World War II*
*Oxford Dictionary of Local and Family History*
*Oxford Essential Dictionary of the U.S. Military*

Human Kinetics
*A Dictionary of Sports Studies* (Oxford)
*Dictionary of Sports Science and Medicine* (Oxford)

International Studies. See also Political Studies
*Dictionary of Genocide* (Greenwood)
*International Conflict: a Chronological Encyclopedia of Conflicts 1945-95*

Islam, see Religion & Religions
Italian Language Dictionaries, see Dictionaries, Italian

Judaism, see Religion & Religions

Latin Language Dictionaries, see Dictionaries, Latin

Language, English, see English Language

Law
*Dictionary of Environmental Law* (Oxford)
*Dictionary of Law* (Oxford)
*Dictionary of Law Enforcement* (Oxford)
*Guide to Latin in International Law*
*New Oxford Companion to Law*
*Oxford Companion to American Law*
*Oxford Companion to the High Court of Australia*
*Oxford Companion to the Supreme Court of the US*
*Oxford Guide to United States Supreme Court Decisions*

Linguistics
*Concise Oxford Dictionary of Linguistics*
*The Handbook of Applied Linguistics* (multi-author handbook)

Literature, Classical

Literature, English
*Brave New Words: Oxford Dictionary of Science Fiction*
*Cambridge Companion to CS Lewis*
*Concise Oxford Companion to African American Literature*
*Concise Oxford Companion to English Literature*
*Concise Oxford Companion to Irish Literature*
*Concise Oxford Dictionary of Literary Terms*
*Dictionary of Critical Theory* (Oxford)
*Dictionary of Shakespeare* (Oxford)
*Dictionary of Writers and their Works* (Oxford)
*Encyclopedia of Feminist Literature*
*Encyclopedia of Holocaust Literature* (Oryx)
*Oxford Companion to American Literature*
*Oxford Companion to Canadian Literature*
*Oxford Companion to English Literature (7th ed.)*
*Oxford Companion to New Zealand Literature*
*Oxford Companion to Shakespeare*
*Oxford Companion to 20th C Poetry in English*
*Oxford Dictionary of Literary Terms*
*Oxford Guide to Literary Britain and Ireland*
Oxford Reader's Companion to Conrad
Oxford Reader's Companion to Dickens
Oxford Reader's Companion to George Eliot
Oxford Reader's Companion to Hardy
Oxford Reader's Companion to the Brontes
Oxford Reader's Companion to Trollope
Routledge Dictionary of Literary Terms

Literature, French

Literature, German

Marketing
The Blackwell Encyclopedic Dictionary of Marketing
Dictionary of Marketing (Oxford)
Dictionary of Marketing Terms (Barron’s)
International Dictionary of Marketing: 2000 Terms & Techniques

Mathematics
Concise Oxford Dictionary of Mathematics

Media, see Communication

Medicine. See also Nursing
A-Z of Emergency Radiology
An A-Z of Medicinal Drugs (Oxford)
A-Z of Plastic Surgery (Oxford)
Benson & Pernoll's Handbook of Obstetrics & Gynecology
Canadian Patient Safety Dictionary
Concise Medical Dictionary (Oxford)
Current Concepts in General Surgery: a Resident Review
Current Essentials of Surgery
Dictionary of Biomedicine (Oxford)
Dictionary of Dentistry (Oxford)
Dictionary of Nursing (Oxford)
Handbook for Synthesizing Qualitative Research (Springer) (research methods)
Harrison's Manual of Medicine
Oxford Companion to Medicine

ICON Health Publication Series:
Attention Deficit Disorder: Medical Dictionary, Bibliography & Research Guide...
Anorexia: Medical Dictionary, Bibliography & Research Guide to Internet
Anorexia: Medical Dictionary, Bibliography & Research Guide to Internet
Anger Management: Medical Dictionary, Bibliography & Research Guide to Internet
Antisocial Personality Disorder: Medical Dictionary, Bibliography & Research Guide...
Anxiety: Medical Dictionary, Bibliography & Research Guide to Internet
Meteorology
A Dictionary of Weather (Oxford)

Microbiology. See also Biology

Music
Concise Oxford Dictionary of Opera
Concise Oxford Dictionary of Music
Dictionary of Opera Characters (Oxford)
Grove Book of Opera Singers (Oxford)
New Grove Book of Operas (Oxford)
Oxford Companion to Music
Oxford Companion to the American Musical

Muslim, see Religion & Religions

Mythology & Folklore
Dictionary of African Mythology (Oxford)
Dictionary of Asian Mythology (Oxford)
Dictionary of Celtic Mythology (Oxford)
Dictionary of Creation Myths (Oxford)
Dictionary of Superstitions (Oxford)
Dictionary of World Mythology (Oxford)
The Facts on File Encyclopedia of World Mythology and Legend
Oxford Companion to World Mythology
Oxford Dictionary of Phrase and Fable

Names
A Dictionary of First Names (Oxford)

Nursing
Dictionary of Nursing (Oxford)
Dictionary of Public Health (Oxford)
Nurse's Manual of Laboratory and Diagnostic Tests
Nursing Leadership: A Concise Encyclopedia

Nutrition
An A-Z of Food and Drink (Oxford)
Dictionary of Food and Nutrition (Oxford)
Food and Fitness: Dictionary of Food and Fitness (Oxford)
Oxford Book of Health Foods

Performing Arts
Concise Oxford Companion to the Theatre
Concise Oxford Dictionary of Music
Concise Oxford Dictionary of Opera
Dictionary of Opera Characters (Oxford)
Grove Book of Opera Singers (Oxford)
Historical Dictionary of Horror Cinema (Scarecrow)
Historical Dictionary of German Cinema (Scarecrow)
Oxford Companion to American Theatre
Oxford Companion to Music
Oxford Companion to the American Musical: Theatre, Film, Television
Oxford Companion to Theatre & Performance
Oxford Dictionary of Dance

Philosophy
Cambridge Companion to Ancient Scepticism
Cambridge Companion to Christian Philosophical Theology
Cambridge Companion to Dewey
Cambridge Companion to Frege
Cambridge Companion to Kant’s Critique of Pure Reason
Cambridge Companion to Spinoza’s Ethics
Encyclopedia of Postmodernism (Routledge)
Oxford Companion to Philosophy
Oxford Dictionary of Philosophy

Physics
Dictionary of Physics (Oxford)
Oxford Companion to Cosmology

Physiology
Oxford Companion to the Body

Plants, see Botany

Plays, see Performing Arts

Political Studies. See also International Relations
Blackwell Dictionary of Political Science: a User's Guide
Concise Oxford Dictionary of Politics
Dictionary of Political Biography (Oxford)
Dictionary of Terrorism (Routledge)
Illustrated Dictionary of Constitutional Concepts (Congressional Quarterly)
Oxford Companion to Australia Politics
Oxford Companion to the Politics of the World
Oxford Guide to the United States Government
A Political and Economic Dictionary of Africa (Routledge)
Poverty in America: a Handbook (statistics)

Proverbs, see Quotations

Psychiatry
Comprehensive Handbook of Psychopathology (Kluwer)
The Encyclopedia of Autism Spectrum Disorders
Encyclopedia of Schizophrenia and Other Psychotic Disorders
Handbook of Dementia: Psychological, Neurological, & Psychiatric
Handbook of Eating Disorders (Wiley)
Handbook of Interventions that Work with Children & Adolescents
International Handbook of Alcohol Dependence & Problems: Selections

Psychological Testing Instruments
Assessing Children's Well-Being: a Handbook of Measures

Psychology
Blackwell Handbook of Adolescence
Cambridge Handbook of Acculturation Psychology (multi-author handbook)
Cambridge Handbook of Thinking and Reasoning
Cambridge Companion to Jung
Dictionary of Animal Behaviour (Oxford)
Dictionary of Cognitive Sciences (Vocabulaire de sciences cognitives)
Dictionary of Psychology (Oxford)
Elsevier's Dictionary of Psychological Theories
Handbook of Clinical Child Psychology (Wiley)
Handbook of Clinical Health Psychology (multi-author handbook)
Handbook of Cultural Psychology (multi-author handbook)
Handbook of Developmental Cognitive Neuroscience
Handbook of Family Therapy: ...Working With Families and Couples
Handbook of Health Psychology (Erlbaum)
Handbook of Research Methods in Experimental Psychology (Blackwell)
International Handbook of Creativity (Cambridge) (country comparisons)
MIT Encyclopedia of the Cognitive Sciences
Oxford Companion to Consciousness
Oxford Companion to the Mind

Quotations
Concise Oxford Dictionary of Quotations
Medically Speaking: Dictionary of Quotations on Dentistry, Medicine, & Nursing
Oxford Dictionary of American Quotations
Oxford Dictionary of Medical Quotations
Oxford Dictionary of Modern Quotations
Oxford Dictionary of Proverbs
Oxford Dictionary of Quotations
Oxford Dictionary of Scientific Quotations

**Religion & Religions**
A to Z of Unitarian Universalism (Scarecrow)
Cambridge Companion to John Henry Newman
Cambridge Companion to John Wesley
Cambridge Companion to Science and Religion
Cambridge Companion to Muhammad
Concise Oxford Dictionary of the Christian Church
Concise Oxford Dictionary of World Religions
Dictionary of Buddhism (Oxford)
A Dictionary of Creation Myths
Dictionary of Popes (Oxford)
Encyclopedia of Catholicism (Facts on File)
Encyclopedia of Evangelicalism (NetLibrary)
Encyclopedia of Millennialism & Millennial Movements (Routledge)
Encyclopedia of Native American Shamanism: Sacred Ceremonies of North America
Encyclopedia of New Religious Movements (Routledge)
Encyclopedia of Protestantism (Facts on File)
Encyclopedia of Religion and Society
Encyclopedia of World Methodism
Global Anabaptist Mennonite Encyclopedia
Global Christianity: ...Size & Distribution of the World's Christian Population (Pew)
Historical Dictionary of Anglicanism (Scarecrow)
Historical Dictionary of Jehovah's Witnesses (Scarecrow)
Historical Dictionary of Seventh-Day Adventists (Scarecrow)
Historical Dictionary of the Holiness Movement (Scarecrow)
Historical Dictionary of the Puritans (Scarecrow)
Historical Dictionary of the Reformed Churches (Scarecrow)
Historical Dictionary of the Shakers (Scarecrow)
Oxford Companion to World Mythology
Oxford Companion to the Jewish Religion
Oxford Concise Companion to the Jewish Religion
Oxford Dictionary of Islam
Oxford Dictionary of Saints
T&T Clark Companion to Methodism
The Religious Right: a Reference Handbook

**Russian Language Dictionaries, see Dictionaries, Russian**

**Science**
Cambridge Companion to Science and Religion
A Dictionary of Scientists (Oxford)
Magic Universe: A Grand Tour of Modern Science (Oxford)
New Oxford Dictionary for Scientific Writers and Editors
Oxford Companion to the History of Modern Science
Scientists, Mathematicians, and Inventors: Lives and Legacies

Social Science
The Blackwell Dictionary of Twentieth-Century Social Thought
Dictionary of the Social Sciences (Oxford)

Social Service
Encyclopedia of Canadian Social Work

Sociology
A Dictionary of Law Enforcement (UK) (Oxford)
Dictionary of Sociology (Oxford)
Handbook of Cultural Psychology (multi-author)
Oxford Dictionary of Sociology

Sports, see Human Kinetics

Statistics
Dictionary of Statistics (Oxford)

Statistics, Sources of
UNCTAD Handbook of Statistics (UN Trade & Development)

Technology
The Electrical Engineering Handbook
Encyclopedia of 20th-Century Technology. Volume 1 A-L (Routledge)
Encyclopedia of Space Science & Technology (Wiley)
Science, Technology, and Society: An Encyclopedia

Theatre, see Performing Arts

Thesaurus
Oxford American Thesaurus of Current English
Oxford Paperback Thesaurus

United States
Cambridge Companion to Malcolm X
Cambridge Companion to Benjamin Franklin
Cambridge Companion to Thomas Jefferson
Cambridge Companion to Bob Dylan
Cambridge Companion to WEB DuBois
New Dictionary of Cultural Literacy (American culture)
Oxford Companion to American Military History
Oxford Companion to the Supreme Court of the US
Oxford Companion to US History
Oxford Essential Dictionary of the US Military
Oxford Guide to the United States Government
Oxford Guide to United States Supreme Court Decisions
Poverty in America: a Handbook (statistics)
Wimmin, Wimps & Wallflowers: Dictionary of Gender & Sexual Orientation Bias in US

Zoology

Dictionary of Animal Behaviour (Oxford)
Dictionary of Zoology (Oxford)
Encyclopedia of Mammals (Oxford)
Encyclopedia of Underwater Life (Oxford)
Handbook of Avian Hybrids of the World (Oxford)
Marine Life of the Pacific Northwest (an ELN knowBC reference book at
http://knowbc.com/marinelif...es/Marine-Life-of-the-Pacific-Northwest/Table-of-Contents)
New Encyclopedia of Birds (Oxford)
New Encyclopedia of Insects & Their Allies (Oxford)
New Encyclopedia of Reptiles & Amphibians (Oxford)